ABSTRACT In lower-limb rehabilitation equipment, the prediction of the knee joint moment using surface electromyography signals is an important method of motion intention recognition. To improve the viability of control by human-computer interactions and to reduce the complexity of the knee joint moment prediction model, this paper presents a prediction model for knee joint moment based on artificial neural networks, in which the knee joint angle, the knee joint angular velocity, and a pair of surface electromyography signals from the antagonistic and agonistic muscles of the knee joint are selected as inputs. Two public databases that include the walking data of hemiplegic patients and healthy people are used to test the effect of muscle pair selection on knee joint moment prediction under non-isometric contraction. The dependence of the model on speed and the individual is also tested. The correlation coefficient and the mean absolute error are used as performance indicators. The results demonstrate that the proposed model can predict the knee joint moment well. Across the difference of speeds and subjects, the choice of muscle pair has no significant effect on the prediction of the knee joint moment. Compared with previous research, the proposed model simplifies the measurement parameters and the signal processing process, reducing the number of sensors used in practical applications, which increases the safety and the fluency of the lower-limb movement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human motion intention recognition is an important part of the human-computer interaction in exercise equipment used in rehabilitation. The goal of human motion intention recognition is to decode the motion intention of the subject's central nervous system accurately and in a timely manner; this includes locomotion mode recognition, and mode change detection [1] - [3] , gait sub-phase detection [3] , [4] , and so on. The motion intention can be used by the controller of the rehabilitation equipment to select the control strategy used during rehabilitation. Therefore, the performance of motion intention recognition (such as recognition accuracy, real-time performance, and anti-interference performance)
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Surface electromyography (sEMG) signals are the physiological electrical signals that reflect muscle activation characteristics. Compared with invasive electromyogram signals and non-invasive electroencephalogram signals, the measurement of sEMG signals simply requires attaching surface electrodes to the skin's surface at the target muscle. We can use sEMG signals to predict human motion intention, because sEMG signals appear 30ms to 100ms before the muscle contraction. Therefore, using sEMG signals as a control signal of human-computer interaction in exoskeleton rehabilitation equipment has a great advantage [7] - [13] .
The knee joint is one of the most important joints for lower limb movement, so establishing a prediction model of knee joint moment has great significance in rehabilitation training for improving lower limb motor function. Linking the voltage of sEMG signals to the signals of the knee joint moment by modeling, and feeding back the signals of the knee joint moment into the controller of the rehabilitation device, will achieve the goal of controlling the knee joint rehabilitation device with the sEMG signals.
At present, roughly two methods are used to estimate knee joint moment or joint torque from sEMG signals [13] - [20] . The first method [14] - [16] uses a forward biomechanical model, usually the Hill model. Considering the single muscle collection mode and the synchronous contraction strategy, sEMG signals can be combined with musculoskeletal models to estimate joint moment. He et al. [15] used an EMG-driven model to decode the joint torque. The research of Meyer et al. [16] was based on the Hill model with a geometric modification to adjust the parameters. Compared with the model without the geometric adjustment, the geometric adjustment model could predict the net joint moment more accurately. The model used sEMG signals of 16 muscle groups and also required measurement of many physiological parameters.
Using a forward biomechanical model in complex motion involving multiple joints can provide greater accuracy in predicting knee joint moment. However, these models require too many parameters, and many of parameters come from clinical tests, so these models cannot adapt to individual differences. Besides, the mechanism of human musculoskeletal movement is too complex to fully express the intrinsic nature of the movement in a forward biomechanical model. Therefore, another method, based on phenomenological models, uses system identification to establish a relationship model between sEMG signals and the knee joint moment.
Phenomenological methods include traditional modelling methods of modern control theory or machine learning modelling methods [21] - [25] . When using EMG signals to estimate moment, most of the research focuses on machine learning. We can use artificial neural networks to adapts to the non-linear relationship between sEMG signals and knee joint moment through training a large number of samples [13] , [17] - [20] . Chandrapal et al. [17] compared multilayer perceptron and fully connected cascade networks under the conditions of both muscle isometric contraction and muscle isokinetic contraction for estimation of knee joint torque. Ardestani et al. [18] used ten muscle EMG signals and two ground reaction forces as input to estimate the knee joint moment. The results showed that the wavelet neural network could better predict the knee joint moment than the feedforward neural network. Peng et al. [19] proposed a threelayer back propagation (BP) neural networks to estimate the net muscle torques of the hip and knee joints with sEMG signals. Anwar and Jumaily [13] used SVM model to estimate knee joint torque. Comparing with mechanism models, models based on an artificial neural network can directly build the relationship between sEMG signals and the knee joint moment without considering the inherent motion mechanism of human body. Therefore, the structure of the knee joint moment prediction model established with this method is relatively simple.
In the above research [13] - [20] , multiple sEMG signals were required whether as inputs to mechanism models or to identification models. Moreover, most of the research focused mainly on the prediction of knee joint moment under isometric contraction and isokinetic contraction [18] , [19] .
Considering the mechanism of movement, motion signals control the contraction of muscles attached to bone by the central nervous system, which in turn generates joint moment. The muscles related to a joint collaboratively drives the flexion and extension of the joint. Human motion is a highly redundant system, the representative muscles affecting knee joint motion include gluteus maximus, semimembranosus, biceps femoris long head, rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, medial gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior, and soleus. When the sEMG signals related with joint motion are all put into the model, feature redundancy results, increasing the complexity of the model [26] . The number of sensors can be reduced to avoid this redundancy. Besides, rehabilitation device driven by a large number of electrodes would become susceptible to sensor noise and artifacts, especially if used during dynamic limb motion. Thus, reducing the number of sensors required for moment prediction also can reduce the interference caused to the wearer's motion. This paper proposes a prediction model that uses a pair of sEMG signals from the antagonistic and agonistic muscles of the knee joint as inputs. Considering the knee joint moment under free motion, the two stable and regular signals of knee joint angle and knee joint angular velocity were added as inputs to the model to compensate for the ambiguity and environmental coupling of sEMG signals [19] , [27] . Two published datasets were used to study the prediction model [16] , [28] . Using the results calculated by OpenSim software [29] as the expected output of knee moment, we built two types of network, namely the backpropagation (BP) neural network and the radial basis function (RBF) neural network, to predict knee joint moment. By calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) and the mean absolute error (MAE) between the predicted value and the true value of the knee joint moment, we analyzed the influence of the muscle pair selection and of the different speeds and of different subjects on the prediction model.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON GAIT
Data set 1 was walking data of a single high-functioning hemiplegic male subject (age 79 years, height 1.7 m, mass 80.5 kg), published online (https://simtk.org/projects/emgdr -ivenmodel). This data set was recorded with a treadmill at five different speeds: 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 m/s, with more than 40 gait cycles at each speed. The data set includes motion capture data, ground reaction force data, sEMG signals of 16 muscle groups (adductor longus, gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, iliacus or psoas, semimembranosus, biceps VOLUME 7, 2019 femoris long head, rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, medial gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior, tibialis posterior, peroneus longus, soleus, extensor digitorum longus, flexor digitorum longus), lower limb joint angle, and lower limb joint moment. A complete description of the data set is provided by Meyer et al. [16] .
Data set 2 was running data of 10 healthy male subjects (age 29 ± 5 years, height 1.77 ± 0.04 m, mass 70.9 ± 7.0 kg), each of them running at least 50 km per week. This data set was recorded with a treadmill at different speeds: 2, 3, 4, and 5 m/s, including motion capture data, ground reaction force data, sEMG signals of 11 muscle groups (gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, semimembranosus, biceps femoris long head, rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, medial gastrocnemius, lateral gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior, soleus), human skeletal model, and configuration files of the OpenSim software developed by Stanford University. This data set is published online (https://simtk.org/projects/nmbl_running). A complete description of the data set is provided by Hamner et al [28] .
Both of the data sets contain data with uniform walking or running on a treadmill, and they respectively include a hemiplegic patient and healthy people, so the model proposed in this paper can be adapted to specific subjects. Using data set 1 proves the proposed model can accurately predict knee joint moment, and using data set 2 with its 10 subjects helps us study the feasibility of the model with multiple subjects.
B. SIGNAL PREPROCESSING
Joint moment can be estimated from joint angle and joint angular velocity at the current moment by using inverse dynamics modeling. Literature [16] is mainly used to estimate joint moment of lower limbs, so joint moment at the current moment is obtained from the current joint angle and joint angular velocity. But in this paper, a knee joint moment prediction model is proposed, so joint moment at the current moment can be obtained by using joint angle and joint angular velocity at the previous moment. In summary, data set 1 only takes the joint moment by 10 sampling points.
The sEMG signal processing method in the literature [16] is applied to the sEMG signal processing in data set 2. We used a fourth-order Butterworth zero phase shift bandpass filter (cut-off frequency 0.08 -0.9 Hz) for the original sEMG signals to remove the DC component, and calculated the absolute value. Then, we used a fourth-order Butterworth zero phase shift low-pass filter (cut-off frequency varies with gait cycle). Finally, we resampled the obtained data frequency with the same as the frequency of the corresponding knee joint angle data. In addition, we use the knee joint moment, calculated by OpenSim software, as the real value of the network prediction model. The specific steps are to input the motion capture data and ground reaction force data into OpenSim software. Through steps of scale model, inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics, we obtain the knee joint angle data and knee joint moment data. The angular velocity of the knee joint is derived from the angular differential of the knee joint. We delayed the moment signal by 100ms.
The original data is normalized to range from 0 to 1 as dimensionless data before it was input into the network, using the following equation:
In which X expresses the normalized data values. For data set 1, to compare with the results of the literature [17] , the output data of the model should be de-normalized.
C. MODEL TO PREDICTE KNEE JOINT MOMENT
Artificial neural networks are connected by neurons, giving them a strong adaptive learning ability, non-linear mapping ability, and memory association ability. In this paper, two non-linear multi-layer forward networks, namely the BP and RBF neural networks, are used to predict knee joint moment. The BP neural network updates the network layer by layer through training weights. After repeated learning and training, the network model corresponding to the minimum error is obtained [19] . The RBF network can automatically add neurons according to the input data until the accuracy is satisfied. It can be used to approximate non-linear function, time series analysis, and so on [30] , [31] . Both networks are established through the MATLAB neural network toolbox.
The agonistic muscle of knee flexion is the hamstring muscle, and the antagonistic muscle is the quadriceps femoris muscle. The hamstring muscles that can be detected by surface electrodes are semimembranosus (SM) and biceps femoris long head (BF), and the quadriceps femoris muscles are rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), and vastus lateralis (VL).The knee joint moment prediction model, using as inputs angular velocity of knee joint, angle of knee joint, and a pair of sEMG signals from the antagonistic and agonistic muscle of the knee joint, is established by using BP network or RBF network. There are six different muscle combinations (SM-RF,
SM-VM, SM-VL, BF-RF, BF-VM, BF-VL).
We use a three-layer BP network model to predict knee joint moment. The model adopts a Levenberg-Marquardt training optimization algorithm. In training the network, a vector is designed in advance to represent the number of hidden layer units. By comparing the average absolute error of the knee joint moment when different hidden layer units are used, the number of hidden layer units corresponding to the minimum average absolute error is selected to establish the network. For RBF networks, the model is built by optimizing the propagation speed.
D. DATA ALLOCATION STRATEGY
Speed greatly influences gait analysis, and great differences exist in gait parameters at different speeds. To explore whether the proposed model can adapt to knee joint moment prediction at different speeds, this paper analyzes the two data sets described previously in three cases: speed-dependent, multi-speed, and speed-independent.
With data set 1, the data allocation strategy is as follows. In the case of speed-dependent, 10 gait cycles at each speed are used to train the network, and then another 10 gait cycles at the corresponding speed are selected to test the network. To compare the feasibility of the model proposed in this paper, data set 1 constructs a training set consistent with VOLUME 7, 2019 the literature [16] for the multi-speed and speed-independent cases. The multi-speed case uses 50 gait cycles from five speeds (10 gait cycles per speed) to train the model, then tests the model with another 50 gait cycles of data from the same five speeds. The speed-independent case trains the network with 30 gait cycles of the slower three speeds (10 gait cycles per speed), and tests the network with 10 gait cycles of the other two speeds.
Data set 2 contains 10 subjects and can be divided into three cases when considering the effects of subjects on model predictions, these cases are subject-dependent, multisubject, and subject-independent [32] . In each case, we also analyze cases of speed-dependent, multi-speed, and speedindependent. Because each group of data in data set 2 is stored in a time series, the data are extracted in time sequence of gait when constructing a training set. According to [32] - [34] to build a training set in various cases. In the subject-dependent case, a subject is designated first, and then the average of 10 subjects is calculated. The speed-dependent case uses the first 75% of the data of each speed as training data, and then the remaining 25% of the data as testing data. In multi-speed case, the first 75% of data for each speed are mixed up for training, while the other 25% of data for each speed are picked out for testing, respectively. The speedindependent case uses the data of the slower two speeds as training data, and the other two speeds to test separately. The data allocation strategy for the multi-subject case is consistent with the subject-dependent case except that data from all the subjects is used. In the subject-independent case, a leaveone-out technique is used to handle the data. In each case, a certain subject's data is used for testing, and the remaining nine subjects' data are used for training.
In each of these cases, six different input combinations are used. They are composed of knee joint angle, knee joint angular velocity, and any pair of sEMG signals (SM-RF, SM-VM, SM-VL, BF-RF, BF-VM, BF-VL) from the agonistic muscle and the antagonistic muscle.
E. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
To verify the feasibility and accuracy of these two models to predict knee joint moment, MAE and the CC are used to evaluate network performance. The calculation is as follows: In which Mp represents the predicted knee moment, Mt represents the true knee moment, and n represents the sampling points of the test sample.
The experiment results were analyzed by IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0 software (P<0.01). The Friedman nonparametric test was used to analyze the influence of the speed and muscle pair on the prediction of knee joint moment. Based on the results of data set 1 with the cases of multi-speed and speedindependent, a Bland-Altman diagram was used to analyze the proposed model and whether it compares with the two models used in the literature [16] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. MOMENT PREDICTION RESULTS OF DATA SET 1 ACROSS SPEEDS
This section shows the moment prediction results across the five speeds in data set 1. Fig. 1 depicts the results in the three cases: speed-dependent, multi-speed, and speed-independent. Fig. 1 shows that both BP and RBF networks have larger MAE values for right leg moment prediction at multi-speed. The MAE values obtained by the 6 pairs of different inputs are all larger than those of the left leg, indicating that the model is not good in this case. However, the average cc (0.87 (BP), 0.85 (RBF)) shows that the model can still predict the knee joint moment in this case. For the results in Fig. 1 , we used the Friedman nonparametric test method to analyze the influence of the different speeds and muscle pairs on the estimation of knee joint moment. Table 1 shows the results that, no matter which pair of muscles is used, the model can accurately predict the knee joint moment. The selection of muscle pair has no significant impact (P>0.01) on the prediction of knee joint moment. However, the prediction of the knee joint moment differs significantly (P<0.01) at the different speeds. For each case of data set 1, the best prediction result occurs when the speed is 0.8 m/s.
To further explore the feasibility of the proposed models (BP and RBF), the results are compared with those in [16] . In the multi-speed case, the mean ± SD performance of MAE is 7.85 (±2.89) (BP) and 8.19 (±3.08) (RBF). In the speedindependent case, the mean ± SD performance of MAE is 5.80 (±0.78) (BP) and 6.63 (±1.03) (RBF). Fig. 2 shows the results of the two models (NGA, WGA) in the literature [15] and the two models (BP, RBF) in this paper.
The Bland-Altman method was used to compare the models in this paper with the two models proposed in [16] (Fig. 3) . Because the difference of the MAE values did not obey a normal distribution, the logarithm of the variables was taken to satisfy a normal distribution. All points in Fig. 3 are in the 95% confidence interval, which shows that the proposed BP model and RBF model can properly predict knee joint moment. Although the MAE value is larger in the case of multi-speed, it does not affect the overall prediction effect of the model. Compared with the modeling methods used in the literature, the proposed model has low complexity and a relatively simple structure.
B. MOMENT PREDICTION RESULTS OF DATA SET 2 ACROSS SUBJECTS
Data set 2 not only analyzes the effect of the different speeds on the results, but also analyzes the impact of the different subjects. In this section, we focus on moment prediction results across subjects. There are no statistical differences in the results of 10 subjects in data set 2, so Fig. 4 shows the average experimental results of the 10 subjects.
The data shown in Fig. 4 leads to the results in Table 2 . The selection of muscle pair has no significant impact (P>0.01) on the prediction of knee joint moment, and the prediction of knee joint moment significantly differs (P<0.01) at the different speeds.
In addition, data set 2 is used to study the effect of different subjects on the predictive results of the model. In the cases of subject-dependent, multi-subject, and subject-independent, six different input combinations can be used to predict the knee joint moment. The boxplot graphs in Fig. 5 shows that the proposed model can adapt not only to subject-dependent and the multi-subject case, but also to subject-independent.
Taking data set 2 as an example, this paper discusses the impact of the BP and RBF models on the prediction results. Analyzing the cc and MAE of the two networks shown in Fig. 5 shows that the prediction results of the two networks are not significantly different. Moreover, there is no significant difference among subject-dependent, multi-subjects and subject-independent. However, in practice, the learning time of the BP network is much less than that of the RBF network.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper establishes two types of model, based on the BP network and the RBF network, to predict knee joint moment. To simplify the complexity of the model and the number of measurement parameters, and to reduce the number of sensors used in practical applications to thus improve the safety and fluency of the lower-limb movement, a pair of sEMG signals from the antagonistic and agonistic muscles involved in the movement of the knee joint were selected as two inputs. By adding stable and regular motion signals, the knee joint angle and the knee joint angular speed as inputs which can be easily accessed by inertial measurement unit (IMU), our models are able to well predict the knee joint moment.
Comparing the predicted values of knee joint moment with six different muscle pairs shows that the selection of muscle pairs has no significant effect on the accuracy of the model. Therefore, the proposed method to predict the knee joint moment using knee joint angle, knee joint angular speed, and sEMG signals with only one pair of antagonistic and agonistic muscles has practical significance. Compared with the mechanism model, the model proposed in this paper is simple and has a relatively simple measurement of parameters, and data sets of hemiplegic patients and healthy people can be used to adapt the model to the characteristics of different subjects.
Although the prediction accuracy of the model varies across different speeds and subjects, the correlation coefficients between the predicted values and the real knee joint moment values are almost all above 0.80 when analyzing the influence of the speeds and subjects on the accuracy of the model. These results demonstrate that the model can be adapted to predict knee joint moment at different speeds and for different subjects. This paper used two models, BP and RBF. Analyzing nine cases found no difference between the two models in the statistical analysis. Both BP and RBF networks can predict the knee joint moment under uniform walking or running. However, the BP network is better at predicting the knee joint moment over time, as it trains faster than the RBF network. QIAN ZHANG received the B.S. degree in automation from the College of Electrical Engineering and Automation, Henan Polytechnic University, Henan, China, in 2017. She is currently pursuing the master's degree in detection technology and automatic equipment with Fuzhou University, Fuzhou, China. Her research interests include computational neuroscience and intelligent information processing.
